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E5_A5_872007_c69_235014.htm 第二部分（P－Z） 301. thrill: It

is a great thrill for me to know I have passed the examination. We

thrilled at the good news 302. tip: Did you give the waiter a tip. tip a

load of sand onto the road. tip the bottle in the table 303. token:

token money. a token of our friendship. give a ring as a token of first

meeting 304. toll: toll on the highways. the accident takes a heavy toll

of lives 305. torment: she is in torment. suffer torments from his

aching teeth 306. trail: follow the trail of the hunted animal 307. trash:

what you are saying is absolute trash 308. treaty: sign a treaty of

friendship. withdraw from multilateral treaty 309. trick: magic tricks.

get the money from him by a trick. trick the girl into going with him

310. universe: Our world is but a small part of the universe 311.

uproar: the new caused uproar in the crowd. the whole city was in an

uproar at his announcement 312. vapor: water vapor. a cloud is a

mass of vapor in the sky 313. vehicle: a road vehicle. a space vehicle.

a vehicle for spreading public opinions 314. veil: In Muslim

countries, the women have to wear veils. Dense fog veiled the air port

315. venture: a commercial venture. venture capital. venture into the

wilderness. venture on a new investment plan 316. verdict: return a

verdict of guilty. what’s your verdict on the new book? 317. verge:

on the verge of bankruptcy. verge on complete failure 318. version:

the film version of a famous novel. Chinese versions of Shakespeare

’s works. What is your version of this matter? 319. virtue: Honesty



is a virtue. a plan with the virtue of being practical. she becomes a

British citizen by virtue of her marriage to an Englishman 320. vision:

have good vision. a person of broad vision 100Test 下载频道开通
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